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ÖZ

ECODAT: LİMNOLOJİK İZLEME VERİLERİ İÇİN WEB TABANLI BİR UYGULAMA VE VERİTABANI

DEĞERMENCİ, Ali
Yüksek Lisans, Biyoteknoloji
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Can Özen

Ekim 2022, 43 sayfa

Bu çalışma, limnolojik izlemeye ölçulen verileri kaydetmek için veritabanı uygulama çözümlerinin detaylandırılmasına odaklanmıştır. Çalışmanın amacı, sorgulama dili ve veritabanı yönetim sistemi Microsoft SQL Server 2012 kullanılarak verilerin izlenmesi ve akıllı erişimli veritabanı sisteminin oluşturulması hakkında arka plan bilgisi vermek ve ayrıca araştırmacılık alan çalışmalarında kullanabilecekleri ve etkileşim kurabilecekleri C# .NET Core MAUI/Blazor tabanlı bir web uygulaması sağlamaktır. Tez, ölçulen verileri kaydetmek için veritabanı çözümünü, dinamik sorgularla grafikler oluşturmak için web uygulamasını içerir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Limnoloji, Web uygulaması, Veritabanı, Blazor, .NET Core
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
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</tr>
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Lake Eymir

Turkey's Lake Eymir is positioned approximately 20 kilometers south of Ankara at an elevation of 970m on the Anatolian plateau (39°57'N, 32°53'E) with a varying surface area between 100-130 ha and a mean depth of 3.2m(Beklioglu et al., 2017). Lake Eymir is a biomanipulated lake, and there are two inflows into the lake. The main inflow comes from Lake Mogan, which is upstream of Lake Eymir, while the second inflow is located at the northern end of the lake and is called Kişlakçı. The second inflow only occurs during spring time, and it's associated with melting snow.

Before biomanipulation, Lake Eymir was in a clear water state with submerged and emergent plants. Sadly, between 1970 and 1995, Lake Eymir received raw sewage effluents from a nearby town called Gölbaşı, located between Lake Eymir and Lake Mogan. This, in turn, led to the eutrophication of the lake. In 1994 the sewage effluent was diverted to Imrahor Valley using a bypass channel(Beklioglu et al., 2000). The bypass channel helped lower the dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and Total Phosphorus (TP), but even after the diversion, Eymir remained rich in DIN and especially TP(Beklioglu et al., 2003).

In order to lower the biomass of common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and tench (Tinca tinca) in Lake Eymir, two phases of biomanipulation were carried out from April to October in two different time periods. Local fishers removed fish throughout the week by utilizing multiple-mesh gill nets. This first lake restoration project was conducted between 1998-1999 and aimed to boost the population of piscivorous fish; hence pike(Esox lucius) fishing was prohibited(Beklioglu et al., 2003). 30% of the
total tench and carp population was removed, resulting in a doubling of Secchi depth (SD) shown in Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1. Changes in maximum water depth (MWD), Secchi depth (SD), hypsographic curve, and % submerged macrophyte coverage in Lake Eymir (shading indicates the first and second biomanipulation). (Taken from Beklioğlu et al., 2017)

The biomanipulation of Lake Eymir led to a significant improvement in the water clarity and the recolonization of macrophytes. The recuperation, though, was just temporary. Conditions largely reverted to their pre-biomanipulation level in the drought season between 2003 and 2009, particularly between 2004 and 2005. A reduction in water level and already high nutrient contents were likely to blame for
this severe decline (Özen et al., 2010). After this decline, the second biomanipulation plan was initiated between late 2005 to late 2013.

1.2 Software

1.2.1 Web Environment

The web environment is a stateless environment based on client-server network architecture. This architecture works in such a way that the client sends HTTP requests to which the server sends HTTP responses. From this principle, the server does not know about the client until the client contacts it, and thus the only possibility of communication between the server and the client is through the client's request, to which the server sends a response. The specific feature of this architecture is the client's dependence on the data provided by the server. Figure 1.2 shows the working diagram of the web application with the exchange of data between the server and the client.

Figure 1.2. Functional diagram of a classic web application
The original idea, where the server "only" provided data that the client displayed in an HTML document, was overcome thanks to client scripting languages, such as JavaScript or VBScript, and more advanced application logic began to be implemented on the client side, which enabled the application to interact with the user. The logic and code of the application are therefore divided into two main parts, namely the server part and the client part, where each fulfills its specific role. This division introduced additional complexity into the development, which many web applications solve using the MVC architecture.

1.2.2 HTTP

The HTTP protocol is a stateless protocol that is the basis for communication on the web. It works on the client-server principle, where the client sends an HTTP request to the server, and the server responds with an HTTP response. There are four versions of the protocol: HTTP/0.9, HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, and HTTP/2.0.

Originally a single TCP connection was created for each HTTP request. This approach was very inefficient because each new TCP connection caused an unnecessary load. HTTP/1.1 came with the idea of sharing a single TCP connection for multiple HTTP requests. In practice, it recorded the so-called pipe HTTP requests that were blocking. This request pipe functioned as a stack, meaning that the second HTTP request got to the queue only after the first HTTP request was served.

This approach meant that it was advantageous to have as few files as possible in the web application. Files of the same type (*.js, *.css) were combined into one file called bundle using a technique called bundling.

HTTP/2 brought more practical improvements that enabled web applications to load faster, such as;(Factory.hr, 2019)

Multiplexing (Multiple Request) - multiple HTTP requests through one TCP connection.
• Server Push - if the user sends an HTTP request for a, for example, an HTML file, the server knows that the user will request JavaScript and CSS files after receiving the HTML file, and therefore it sends these files together with the HTML document. Of course, the client has the option to reject these files.

• Binary protocol - instead of the textual representation of commands, their binary representation is used. Binary representation means a simpler implementation of HTTP on the server and client side. It is also more resistant to errors (the text form must solve the escaping and encoding of control characters). There is also less overhead when parsing data and greater efficiency in the use of network resources.

The HTTP/2 specification does not require an encrypted connection (with TLS), but in practice, all browsers for HTTP/2 require it. (HTTP/2 Frequently Asked Questions, n.d.; What Is the HTTP/2 Protocol?, n.d.)

1.2.3 Model View Controller (MVC) architecture

Architectures are used in software development because they make it possible to standardize approaches to solving a given problem and thereby facilitate and make work on a given project easier and more efficient. A project that uses an architecture is better testable and enables the separation of responsibility between individual layers. With this division, the project has a more sustainable development. (Deacon, 2009)

The complexity of the UI increased, and thus the complexity of the presentation layer also increased. This increase resulted in various modifications to the MVC architecture. These MVC-based modifications mostly contain three parts, namely View, Model, and Controller.

Certain modifications of this architectural pattern have been defined with their own name to avoid confusion with existing modifications. The view is a UI representation
of data. The model is the data displayed by the View. The Controller is the brain that contains the application logic and takes care of creating the View and the Model.

The entry to the MVC architecture is through the Controller. The controller receives all requests (inputs) and contains the logic for their processing. Based on this logic, it creates a Model that contains the data. The Controller also takes care of initializing the View, which provides a Model with data. The controller can provide different views based on the input arguments of the request.

There are mainly two types of MVCs;

Client MVC

- View => It is an HTML document rendered by the browser and seen by the user.
- Controller => It is responsible for loading data for View and transforming it into DOM. It is written in JavaScript.
- Model => It is understood as data or data source (webserver).

Server MVC

- View => It is a file that is returned as a response to a client's HTTP request = it can be a file or only an HTTP response.
- Controller => It is responsible for processing the client's HTTP request and creating the subsequent HTTP response.
- Model => It is understood as data.

In practice, this architecture works as follows: The user enters the URL of the web application into the browser. The browser sends a request GET, and the web server returns an HTML document to it. When loading an HTML document, the browser sends additional GET requests to the JavaScript files that are needed. After loading the HTML document and all the scripts, the client controller is initialized from JavaScript. This Controller makes an HTTP request (for example, POST) and sends
it to the web server. The web server now acts as a proxy and redirects this request to
the server Controller, which processes it and returns an HTTP POST response with
a JSON file that contains data for the web application. The Client Controller
processes this response and edits the HTML document using the DOM API, and the
browser's Render Engine takes care of re-rendering the given web application for the
user. (Krasner et al., n.d.; Leff & Rayfield, 2001)

1.2.4 Microsoft SQL Server

The origins of MS SQL began in 1985 when Microsoft and IBM announced their
upcoming collaboration in the development of software and operating systems. In
1992, Microsoft achieved huge success with the Microsoft Access database product.
Microsoft approached Sybase and released the first version of MS SQL Server, SQL
Server 1.0, in 1989. It competes not only with Sybase SQL Server but also with
Oracle and IBM. The first version in which Microsoft did not use the help of a foreign
cOMPANY was the version of SQL server 6.0 in 1995.

According to (Natarajan et al., 2015), thanks to its properties, robustness, and
reliability, Microsoft SQL Server is destined for "mission-critical" applications while
also significantly reducing the demands on the infrastructure and its management.
Microsoft SQL Server is comprehensive database software. It covers the needs of
organizations in the field of reliable data management and maintenance with the
possibility of using integrated transformation and analytical capabilities or extended
reporting services.

Like other database management systems, MS SQL Server is now based on SQL as
a standardized programming language. SQL Server specifically uses Transactional-
SQL, which is SQL extended by a set of custom programming extensions compared
to the standard. Originally, as written above, the SQL Server code was developed in
the 1980s by Sybase Inc., which is now owned by SAP. (AG, n.d.)
Between 1995 and 2018, Microsoft released eleven versions of SQL Server. The earlier versions were primarily aimed at applications for work in departments and workgroups, but later Microsoft expanded the capabilities of SQL Server and reshaped it to be able to function as an enterprise relational database management system, which is able to compete with for example, Oracle. Over the following years, Microsoft added additional functionality to SQL Server to support new technologies that include support for websites, cloud computing, and mobile devices. (Stonebraker, 2010)

In 2016, SQL Server 2016 was released and developed as part of the "mobile first, cloud first" technology strategy adopted by Microsoft two years earlier. Among other things, with SQL Server 2016 came new features like performance tuning, real-time traffic analysis, and data visualization. Support for so-called big data analysis and other advanced analysis applications has also been added through SQL Server R services, which enable the database management system to run analysis applications written in the R programming language.

1.2.4.1 MS SQL Server architecture

Like other database management system technologies, SQL Server is primarily built on a row-based table structure that links related data elements between different tables, eliminating the redundant need to store data in multiple locations within the database. The relational database model also provides referential integrity and other integrity bindings that ensure data accuracy.

A key component of Microsoft SQL Server is the SQL Server Database Engine, which manages data storage, query processing, and security. It contains a relational "engine" that handles commands and queries and a storage "engine" that handles database files, tables, pages, indexes, buffers, and transactions. Stored procedures, triggers, reports, and other database objects are also created and executed via the Database Engine. (Libkin, 2003; Melton, 1996)
Microsoft kept its support for SQL servers for over 33 years and continued to upgrade the software, and fixed introduced bugs well after its life cycle. The reliability of the Microsoft brand and the performance of the software had key roles when choosing it for EcoDat

1.2.5 ASP.NET and ASP.NET Core

ASP.NET was born from ASP technology, which, after the addition of .NET runtime 7, turned dynamic scripting ASP into a statically typed technology that made it possible to write pages in C# or VB.NET languages.

ASP.NET brought Web Forms, which made it possible to develop web applications in a desktop style and while the Web Forms generated required JavaScript quite successfully. There was quite a lot of criticism of Web Forms technology due to the fact that it obscured the natural stateless environment of the web, and therefore many web applications were written in rather poor quality. Web Forms covered the stateless environment of the web using the ViewState concept that maintained the state of the web application. (Rick-Anderson, n.d.-a)

ASP.NET Core is a modern reimplemented version of ASP.NET that uses the open-source, cross-platform implementation of .NET Core instead of the .NET Framework. In this project, .NET MAUI, which is based on ASP.NET Core, was used. (Price, 2019; Rick-Anderson, n.d.-b)

1.2.6 ASP.NET Core Blazor

For .NET developers, there are many options for full-stack web application development. Some technologies, such as Silverlight or Web Forms, are no longer officially supported by Microsoft, so the community has started to develop different alternatives.
Microsoft did not develop any front-end framework after the WebForms technology. But after long years and patients from the community, in 2018, Microsoft released the experimental full stack framework Blazor. Shortly after that, on April 18, 2019, a release version was released with official support from Microsoft. (guardrex, n.d.; Joshi, 2019)

1.2.7 .NET MAUI

The .NET Multi-Platform Application UI (.NET MAUI) is a cross-platform framework that allows developers to create native mobile and desktop applications in C# and XAML.

From a single shared codebase, developers can use .NET MAUI to create applications that work on Android, iOS, macOS, and Windows.

.NET MAUI is an open-source project that evolved from Xamarin. Forms with totally redesigned UI controls for performance and extensibility from mobile to desktop scenarios. There are numerous parallels between .NET MAUI and Xamarin.Forms. The core difference of this framework is that developers can create multiplatform applications with .NET MAUI using a single project but can also add platform-specific source code and resources if necessary. The ability to build as much of the application logic and UI layout in a single codebase is one of the key goals of .NET MAUI. (davidbritch, n.d.; Vermeir, 2022)

This project is developed by the newly released functionality of .Net MAUI, which could combine the Blazor environment with MAUI, turning the EcoDat application into a cross-platform app that can function as a website too.
1.3 Aim of the study

After studying the issues field research is dealing with, this thesis aimed to develop an appliable web application solution for researchers in the field and simultaneously provide a hub for field data to gather. The study also aims to improve data harmonization, cleaning, and standardizing for measured data in limnological monitoring. The goal of the study is also to give an alternative way for the field researcher to upload otherwise scattered files, such as photos, notes, etc. Creation of smart-accessible query creation for the data management system Microsoft SQL Server 2012.
CHAPTER 2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Data Collection

Throughout the study period, manual data collection and measurements were carried out on-site. During the growing season, measurements were taken every two weeks. During the ice-covered period, no sampling was done. The field study template provided by Prof. Dr. Meryem Beklioğlu was used as guidance while gathering the data.

Before the summer of 2022, each digital sampling was taken with a YSI 556 MPS multi-probe field meter (YSI Incorporated, Yellow Springs, OH, USA) providing measurements of water temperature (°C), dissolved oxygen concentration (mg/l), salinity (PSU), conductivity (mS), total dissolved solids (g/l), and pH. Later this digital sampling was done with Aqua TROLL 600 Vented(In-Situ), which provided us with Actual Conductivity (µS/cm), Specific Conductivity (µS/cm), Salinity (PSU), Resistivity (Ω·cm), Density (g/cm³), Total Dissolved Solids (ppt), Turbidity (NTU), pH (pH), pH mV (mV), ORP (mV), RDO Concentration (mg/L), RDO Saturation (%Sat), Oxygen Partial Pressure (Torr), Temperature (°C), Barometric Pressure (mm Hg), Pressure (psi), Depth (ft), Depth to Water (ft), External Barometric Pressure (mbar), AirTemperature (°C), Latitude-Longitude (°). These measurements were taken with 0.5m intervals from the surface through the water column.

Design of the database was based on variables of these measurements.
2.2 Hardware

For this application, a local machine was used to develop and store the database. For a test environment, virtualization is taken advantage of. Virtualization allows one physical device to be used for multiple virtual servers. Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system in the Standard edition or Datacenter (in earlier versions of Windows Server Enterprise) installed on a virtual server. The connection was made via built-in Hyper-V. One crucial prerequisite is to check the firewall exceptions on the machine and allow port 1433 for SQL Server communications.

To connect the SQL Server database following connection string was used;

```
"Data Source=DESKTOP-E3C8TEN; database={srvrd dbname}; User ID={srvrusername};Password={srvrpassword};Encrypt=true;TrustServerCertificate=true"
```

In the following section, the basic commands of the SQL language are presented, which are used for searching, editing, deleting, or other operations with database data.

SELECT

Used to extract data from the table. It has several parameters, both mandatory and optional, which the subsequent data listing can be specified and limited, or sorted in descending or ascending order.

SELECT [column names] FROM [table names] [JOIN TYPE] JOIN [join condition] WHERE [restrictive conditions] GROUP BY [list of fields to group by] HAVING [selection criteria] ORDER BY [list of fields to sort by]

The command above must contain only the SELECT and FROM statements. Other terms are optional.
**INSERT INTO**

Using this command, the user can insert data into the tables.

INSERT INTO [column names] VALUES [inserted values]

**DELETE FROM**

Used to delete records. Either individual records or entire tables.

DELETE FROM [table] WHERE [ID of the record the user wants to delete]

**UPDATE**

Using this command, the user can edit existing records in the database.

UPDATE [table] SET [column name] = [column description] WHERE [ID of being edited record] = [specific id]

Figure 2.1. SQL Server connection
Figure 2.2. MS SQL Server interface
Figure 2.3. Our initial DB data fields
2.3 Web Application

C# source codes are divided into projects. The projects are then combined into a solution which is divided into two projects and one razor library. (Figure 2.4) The razor class library is called RazorLibrary, which contains all elements that can be used and extended to other systems. Most of the interfaces, services, components, utilities, and model data are located in the RazorLibrary project. RazorLibrary, therefore, consists of elements from all three layers and has the role of a common library. The second project, called BlazorServer, is the main project that is translated into an executable application of the web. It imports the RazorLibrary library and contains more specific and more difficult-to-reuse code that sets up and uses the generic library. For example, webview logic, razor codes for a specific page, and web templates are implemented there. The RazorLibrary acts as a hub and takes care of things like authentication, document management, project management, and user management, and offers many interfaces that can or must be implemented by the main project.

Since the number of interfaces, even on a work-in-progress project, is not so small, and it is assumed that it will continue to grow, it makes sense to create a facade over the entire set of interfaces, services, and registrations. A facade is a design pattern whose task is to provide a simpler interface for using a more complex system of services. This method is widely used across the entire ASP NET Core framework. By calling various methods, the necessary services are registered in the background with the container and are automatically configured based on the parameters of the methods.
The values of configuration variables, such as the SMTP server address or database credentials, should be kept separate from the application source code so that they can be easily modified when the runtime environment changes. ASP.NET Core uses the options pattern to load these values, which allows you to load configurations from various sources directly into strongly typed C# classes. Thanks to this pattern, services can depend only on the configurations that concern them (Interface segregation principle), and at the same time, the configurations for different parts of the application are independent of each other.

All system configuration is stored in RazorLibrary for general use and launchSettings.json for android development under the EcologyMaui project. Switching between these environments is done by the ASPNETCORE_ENVIRONMENT environment variable, which can be set when the process is started on the operating system. ASP.NET Core takes care of selecting the configuration file according to the current environment, deserializing the data, and mapping the various sections of the configuration to specific objects in the
application. Using the data injection technique from the models, these objects can be inserted into the services that need them. The programmer only specifies which sections to map to which classes; the application framework takes care of the rest.

![launchSettings.json](image)

**Figure 2.5. launchSettings.json**

Database access was managed by `DatabaseAccess.razor` method under `RazorLibrary`, which helps to keep individual methods separate from private calls. Common calls from the database can be made with a simple `Microsoft.Data.SqlClient` interaction with the code is shown in Figure 2.6. Data call from SQL database using C# syntax.
Entities in the database usually have a primary key by which they are uniquely identified. It is typical to use an integer value that automatically increases as the number of records increases (autoincrement). By utilizing these unique integer keys, one can distinguish individual data from different data.

Access starts when the Blazor code within the page which was injected with the DatabaseAccess method by using "@inject IDatabaseAccess" data calls of async task on any predetermined event. Figure 2.7. Blazor code running on the page shows the OnInitializedAsync task, which is executed right after the call for the page happens (When the user clicks on the page). This task calls for GetLake() function within the LakeData method, which then acts as an intermediary and returns another call for a task called LoadData, and sends the required parameters. This double-step process seems unnecessary, but it is crucial for both security and performance reasons.
```csharp
namespace RazorLibrary
{
    public class DatabaseAccess : IDatabaseAccess
    {
        private readonly IConfiguration _config;

        public string ConnectionStringName { get; set; } = "Default";
        public DatabaseAccess(IConfiguration config)
        {
            _config = config;
        }

        public async Task<List<T>> LoadData<T, U>(string sql, U parameters)
        {
            var data = await _db.GetData(sql, parameters);
            return data.ToList();
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 2.7. Blazor code running on the page

```csharp
protected override async Task OnInitializedAsync()
{

    lake = await _db.GetLake();
}
```

Figure 2.8. DatabaseAccess method
CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

3.1 Description of EcoDat Application

In this section, the main functions of EcoDat are explained. EcoDat application is based on the .Net 6 framework and .Net Maui, which was released for public use on 17.06.2022 as a novel way of creating an application for multiple platforms. Using .Net Maui Blazor, one project base can be used for a web application as well as native IOS and Android support. EcoDat enables users to interact with the data without any specific platform/device or pre-installed add-ons, giving them tools to visualize their research findings. EcoDat also makes it easier to identify anomalies.

To demonstrate the UI and graph capabilities, a demo page was created. This page contains two predetermined relevant graphs shown in Figure 3.1. Demo page of the application. The graph on the left represents dissolved oxygen value on the Y axis and years on the X axis. In comparison, the graph on the right shows the distribution of Temp and pH values from each month. Graphs shown on this page are interactable and can change their position by dragging and dropping.
3.2 Data Table

The data table page shows necessary filtering tools implemented using native C# codes. This page enables users to create their SQL query search by utilizing the "Add Group" and "Add Condition" buttons shown in Figure 3.2. Query selector. After the initial selection, other conditions can be added with the "+" button. The resulting three dropdown fields are shown below and in Figure 3.3. Data table dropdown fields;

1) Data type
2) Logic operator
3) Value
Figure 3.2. Query selector

Figure 3.3. Data table dropdown fields
The logic operator field consists of 12 different operators, namely;

Equal
Greater than or equal
Greater than
Between
Less than
Not between
Less than or equal
Not equal
In
Not In
Is Null
Is Not Null

Users can select a data type to interact with and use one of the 12 different operators to filter their data. When the user clicks the query button, the server runs through the database and creates a data grid that meets the conditions set by the user. Values represented in the table can be further filtered by clicking the funnel icon next to the column. This action opens up relevant data that exist within the given parameters. For example, the query search is shown in Figure 3.4. Data creation and filtering requested to see all the data where the year is 2021, and the temperature is below 20 degrees. After this initial search, the researcher can click on the funnel icon and decide to see only measurements for a depth of 1 meter. Furthermore, the resulting
data grid can be exported to Excel, CSV, and PDF formats to ease the researcher's needs.

Figure 3.4. Data creation and filtering

To elaborate further, four query examples are provided below to demonstrate the capabilities of the data table page.

a) Query Example 1: What is the highest recorded temperature in the dataset?

For this query, the user wants to access the highest recorded temperature reading in the dataset. The page will display all relevant data by selecting "Temperature" in the data type and "Greater than" in the logic operator dropdowns. After the query execution, the user can choose to sort all findings by clicking on the label of the relevant column. (Figure 3.5. Highest recorded temperature)
b) Query Example 2: What are the lowest and highest temperatures in the year 2011?

For this query, the user wants to access the highest and lowest recorded temperature in the year 2011. The page will display all relevant data by selecting "Year" in the data type and the "Equal" operator. After the query execution, the user can filter the results by clicking on the filter icon of temperature and picking the lowest and highest values. Successful query execution results are shown in Figure 3.6. The lowest and highest temperature in 2011
c) Query Example 3: What were the times when the pH in the lake was between 7.5 and 8.0?

For this query, the user wants to access the measurements where the pH value of the lake was between 7.5 and 8. The page will display all relevant data by selecting "pH" in the data type and the "Between" operator. Successful query execution results are shown in Figure 3.7. pH values between 7.5 and 8.0.
d) Query example 4: What are the times when the DO is between 5 and 8, and the temperature is below 20 °C?

For this query, the user wants to combine filters related to two different data types and tries to find the data points where DO is between 5 to 8 while the temperature is below 20 degrees Celsius. Firstly "DO" in the data type and "Between" in the logic operator are selected; then, by clicking on to "Add Conditions" button, a second group will be formed. This will enable the user to choose "And" or "Or" operators on the menu; by selecting "And" and setting the datatype to "Temperature" and the operator to "Less than," the user can execute both conditions simultaneously. Successful query execution results are shown in Figure 3.8. Times where DO, is between 5 and 8 and the temperature is below 20 °C.
Figure 3.8. Times where DO, is between 5 and 8 and the temperature is below 20 °C

3.3 Data Plot

The data plot page shows the necessary selection tools implemented using native C# codes. The graphical representations are generated through the server and fed to the page. This page enables users to create interactive graphs by utilizing provided dropdowns. A maximum of four different years can be selected for query execution. This limit was made to prevent readability issues. After the year selection, X and Y axis variables can be selected using provided dropdowns which consist of Day,
Month, Year, Depth (m), Temp(°C), Conductivity (mS/cm//c), Conductivity (mS/cm), TDS (g/l), Salinity %, DO (%), DO (mg/l), pH fields in the data. The user can opt to add a second Y axis if desired.

After the configuration process, the users should click on the "Save Years" button to lock in the selected years. When the user clicks each "Generate" button, the server runs through the database, creates the graph that meets the configurations, and generates the corresponding graph. The resulting graph can be interacted with by zooming in and selecting individual values. A logarithmic mean function is used to create single data points from 8 different measurements for a single experiment. This means that the temperature data shown for the given data point represents the logarithmic mean of the water column temperature.

To elaborate further, tree graph examples are provided below to demonstrate the capabilities of the data plot page.

1) Graph of monthly average variation of temperature in a selected year

Figure 3.9. Monthly average variation of temperature in a selected year
2) Monthly average variation graph of overlayed temperature over selected four years

Figure 3.10. Monthly average variation graph of overlayed temperature over selected four years
3) Overlay graph of monthly average variation of DO and temperature for samples taken from the surface in a selected year

Figure 3.11. Overlay graph of monthly average variation of DO and temperature for samples taken from the surface in a selected year
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

In this study, a smart-accessible database system and a web-based application were created for limnological monitoring researchers, allowing them to reach, interact and save their fieldwork using the developed application. Before the actual implementation of the application, technologies in the area of web development were analyzed. Software and coding languages were chosen based on requirements and developer experience. After the theoretical parts of this work, a practical part containing a functional database was processed, which is used to store measured data using a console or WinForms application. The functionality was tested by simulating the data flow and acting in the application as a potential user.

The database solution consists of four main tables containing the measured data, sources of this data, users, and groups assigning rights to users. This database solution can be installed from the enclosed CD carrier, on which the database is located in the form of a .sql file that just needs to be run in Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.

The web application solution includes a set of windows intended for multiple platforms with the use of a .NET MAUI environment, which will allow the user to measure data, write it to the database, display it, export it to Excel and delete it. Furthermore, it can create input-based graphs that visualize patterns within data and let the user filter it by the desired variable. It is also possible to modify the powers of user accounts so that they only have access to specific areas of the application.

A simple application for Windows was also programmed, enabling basic testing of the application for measuring data and the database, plotting data, and exporting it.
The ECODat application is created with responsiveness in mind and can be used well on mobile devices if desired. The design's color palette is designed with a focus on clarity and lightness. Usability and accessibility aspects such as larger search fields, clear column headers, and contrast ratio have been addressed. ECOData application can create input-based graphs that visualize patterns within data and let the user filter it by the desired variable.

Some parts of the implementation do not align with how they were initially designed. The resulting system lacks an email client and dedicated hosting. However, these steps are not essential, and it is possible to add them later, even though the system is already in operation. Thus, implementing these steps is likely to be a future development subject.

As it is assumed that the resulting application will be further developed, extensions are proposed that would bring benefit or improve the quality of work with the system. The graphical interface for drawing graphs in the application allows the use of a large number of resources, which negatively affects the overall reaction time of the application. However, the foundations of this graphical interface were built for it to allow displaying data in real-time, which is beneficial for possible future development of the application.

The initial intention of this application was to use it for real-time hf monitoring data. A real-time event processing function that could see changes in the measured values in the database could be developed as a proposal to extend the application in the future. This would add significant value to the application. Furthermore, the actions executed in the database are performed by stored procedures. This approach allows other applications to connect to the database and work simultaneously, such as an ASP.NET web application.

Since a research lab could have more than one team working on different projects, a possible improvement could be, for example, the implementation of the dynamic creation of databases based on user input. Furthermore, it would be helpful to extend the definition of access rights to types of entities or specific entities. Implementing
mass operations with entities (mass editing, deletion, selection of required lines during import or export) would also be beneficial. A graphical representation of the types of entities and their mutual links and attributes would also be possible. The user interface could be tailored to the team's needs.
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